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Optimize Contact Center Efficiency with 
Integrated Agent Scheduling Solution

Customer Profile Problem Snapshot
Contact centers that rely on a manual, 
spreadsheet-based approach to create 
and manage complex agent schedules. 
These contact centers struggle to use 
agent data as part of the shift creation 
and management process. Also contact 
centers that are unable to fully utilize 
other feature-rich WFM solutions and 
are looking for a simple, easy-to-use, 
cost-effective solution.

Effective workforce and task 
management are critical components 
for delivering a positive customer and 
agent experience. Manual scheduling 
falls short because it doesn’t allow for 
the integration of agent data, such as 
skills and availability, into the process, 
leading to inaccurate forecasting and 
ineffective scheduling. Agents have 
limited visibility and lack the ability 
to see and request changes to their 
schedule in real time. 

Solution Snapshot
LiveVox’s Agent Scheduling Solution 
simplifies workforce management 
processes and eliminates manual 
administrative efforts. Contact center 
managers can readily access agent 
details and trends data to build intelligent 
schedules and align staffing needs 
with SLAs. Managers can easily create 
and assign agents to specific shifts 
through an intuitive, unified interface and 
communicate the schedules to agents in 
real-time via the agent desktop.

• Fully integrated with the LiveVox 
platform allowing access to agent and 
interaction volume data for accurate 
forecasting and scheduling

• Unified, intuitive interface streamlines 
scheduling process and enables 
managers to increase  
scheduling efficiency

• Ability to communicate schedules to 
agents in real-time directly  
on the agent desktop

Benefits

Optimize workforce scheduling by leveraging relevant contact center insights 

Achieving operational and workforce efficiency is critical in a competitive landscape. Contact centers cannot rely on manual 
or spreadsheet-based scheduling approaches that are cumbersome and time-consuming. In addition to being ineffcient,  
manual processes do not allow businesses to incorporate relevant and real-time agent data into the scheduling and shift 
management process.

The LiveVox Agent Scheduling Solution leverages unified contact center data, enabling managers to effectively align staffing 
needs with interaction volumes at any given time. This tool enables managers to more effectively schedule their workforce by 
leveraging data on agents availability such as current status and skill sets. With LiveVox Agent Scheduling, contact centers can 
improve performance, achieve optimal operational results, and control labor costs.

LiveVox’s Agent Scheduling Solution enables contact centers to effectively manage agent 
workloads and build intelligent schedules by leveraging unified contact center data
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Streamline scheduling approach with LiveVox

Empower Managers to Drive  
Scheduling Success
LiveVox significantly minimizes administrative 
efforts and manual calculations from the 
scheduling process with a web-based 
schedule builder. LiveVox provides a 
360-degree view of workload and schedules 
across locations and services, enabling 
managers to drive scheduling efficiencies. 

With LiveVox’s intuitive, unified interface, 
managers can create and review work 
calendars and shifts all from their desktop. 
They can easily filter by open slots and drag 
and drop shifts on agents while considering 
availability and skills. The tool also provides 
capabilities for creating customized breaks, 
areas, available slots, locations, and contact 
center restrictions from the shift builder tool.

Improve Agent Experience with  
Seamless Communication
With LiveVox’s scheduling Solution, contact 
centers can improve agent satisfaction through 
clear schedule communication. Agents 
can view and access their work schedules 
and calendars directly from their desktop, 
without the need to check emails and print 
schedules. Agents receive real-time updates 
about their schedules which increases agent 
accountability and schedule adherence.

Schedule

Shift Details


